Venue info Sentrum Scene – Oslo Norway
A division of the Rockefeller Music Hall Company
Update: Des 2018

Venue: Sentrum Scene

Venue type: Club with 1 balcony, standing audience on floor. Seated / standing on balcony.

Capacity: 1750 standing (standing / seated on balcony) or 1050 seated.

Address: Arbeidersamfunnets plass 1, N-0181 Oslo, Norway
Load in Bernt Ankers gate

Phone/Fax-Mail: Switchboard (+47) 22 20 32 32
e-mail post@rockefeller.no
web www.rockefeller.no

Parking: Must be arranged minimum two weeks in advance.
Shore power: 2 x 16amp 230v 1 phase Shuko or Cee form (Delta system).
2 x 32A 3-phase 400V (Star system)

EXCESSIVE IDLING OF TRUCKS AND BUSES IS AGAINST THE LAW – Because of the health and environmental risks. (Take care of the environment and next door neighbours while visiting our venue. Thanks!)

Load in: Street level elevator.
Dimensions (LxW): 3,15m x 1,77m.
Max load 2000 kg
Door to stage from load in (HxW): 2m X 1,75m
15 meter push to stage

Stage: 12m wide, 9m deep.
1,2m high (no fire curtain)
Clearance to house light rig: 6,5m
Proscenium clearance: height: 7,2 m, width: 12,3 m

Curtains/Backdrop: Motorized front curtain, approx 6,5m from upstage edge
Black backdrop. Manual. approx 1,5 m from upstage center edge
Black legs, 2 legs on stage left. + 3 legs on stage right.

Rigging: 3 x 12 m motorized flown trusses above stage. Max payload each 1000 kg
1 x 8 m motorized flown truss 1 meter offstage front of stage. Max payload 1000 kg.
1 x 12 m motorized flown truss for backdrop. Max payload 300 kg
Full Spec: http://www.rockefeller.no/specs/light_specs_sentrumscene.pdf

Phone: (+47) 22 20 32 32, fax: (+47) 22 11 04 69, www.rockefeller.no, e-mail: post@rockefeller.no
House lighting: 66 channels dimmer system, GrandMa 2 light mixer, Clay Paky Alpha Spot HPE 1500, Clay Paky K10 B-Eye, Par64, Blinders, ETC Source Four, 4-Light Blinders, Atomic 3000, 1 house follow spot - fixed position. MDG Atmosphere HO.
Full Spec: http://www.rockefeller.no/specs/light_specs_sentrumscene.pdf

Mixer position: 14 m from stage, underneath the balcony, clearance 2.75m. FOH position is levitated to approx. same height as stage.

House PA: Midas Pro2 mixer, d&b soundsystem: 16 x J top, 6 x J sub, 2 x J-infra sub, d&b D80 amps.
Full Spec: http://www.rockefeller.no/specs/sound Specs_sentrumscene.pdf

Electrical power: Power needs must be arranged minimum two weeks in advance.
230V Delta: 2x63A, 1x32A, 10x16A (schuko)
400V Star: Max load 350 A! Available connectors: 4x63A CEE, 2x32A CEE, 125A CEE, 125A camlock.
Note that 3x63 Amps (400V) are already in use with the in-house dimmers (72 ch). 1x32 Amps (400V) already in use with the in-house rigging motors.

Dressing rooms: All rooms situated backstage.
4 small basic rooms, 2 with mirrors and sink + 2 with mirrors
1 x bathroom with 1 x shower, toilet and sink.
1 x medium size greenroom with fullsize mirror, toilet and sink
1 x extra bathroom with 1 x shower, toilet and sink situated close to the prod.office/catering area.
Other facilities available on request.

Production office: Production office available on request.
Productions phone no's: + 47 22 98 24 21/22
Extra phone/fax-line can be arranged by request.

Catering area: 1 room with kitchen facilities situated on 1. st. floor close to prod.office. Number of people: approx. 40. Power available: 1 x 63A Delta power, 1 x 32A Delta power. Star power transformer (32 Amp) can be provided on request.

Merchandise: Scandinavian Concessions Management AB.
SCM AB Rörstrandsgatan 31 - 113 40 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 31 11 02
Contact details: Markus Wegsheider
E-post: markus@scm.se
Tel:+46704970347
NOTES: No amplified noise or soundcheck before 15:00 on weekdays, due to shops and offices in the building. Saturday and Sunday no noise before 14:00.

Smoke machine and pyro requires Fire chief. Pyro also requires permit from Fire dept. Please forward info.

Venue Manager Roar Gulbrandsen
mail roar@rockefeller.no

Booking: Vegard Engelsvoll
mail vegard@rockefeller.no
phone (+47) 22 03 48 14

Booking Bo Hustoft
mail bo@rockefeller.no
phone (+47) 22 03 48 01

Booking Joakim Throndsen
mail joakim@rockefeller.no
phone (+47) 22 03 48 26

Tech.manager Ørjan Bjørnevik
mail orjan@rockefeller.no
phone (+47) 22 03 48 24